


MAHESHWARI SAREES



Maheswari Saris
Maheshwari Saris which hail from Madhya
Pradesh are famous primarily for their soft
textural quality and elegance of design. During
the period of Rani Ahiliya Bai Holkar the ‘Maaru’
and ‘Salvi’ weavers from Gujrat introduced the
Maheshwari Sari.



The origin of the Maheshwari sari dates back to
the 18th century when the State of Indore in
Madhya Pradesh was ruled by Rani Ahiliyabai
Holkar. It is believed that she herself created
the design of the first sari. She wanted
requisite 9 yard saris to present to Peshwa Kings
and commissioned weavers from Surat,
burhanpur, Varanasi and Malwa to weave them.

ORIGIN

AND HISTORY :



AHILYA BAIHOLKAR’S COURT



She was partial to floral motifs, she commanded the
weavers to design only geometrical motifs. The weavers
drew inspiration from the detailing of Maheshwar fort,
and wove intricately patterned fabric in pure cotton that
came to be known all over the world as Maheshwari
weaves.



These designs are still found on Maheshwari
Sari even today. These saris were originally
worn by the ladies of royal status. The 9 yard
Maheshwari Sari was mainly worn by
Maharashtrian women belonging to rich and
affluent families.



A distinctive feature of this sari is its variety of fine
checks and stripes and its five band zari cross border on
pallav. The borders are generally narrow in simple extra
warp patterns. These fine count cotton saris with these
zari borders are woven on Pit loom. The extra warp
patterns are created on nothing but treadles.

WEAVING PROCESS:





Maheshwari saris are woven in two main styles: One in silk
and cotton checks; and the other with a silk warp and a
cotton weft. The latter variety was developed to eliminate
the sizing process required for the cotton warp. The first
style is known as “Garbh Reshmi” and the second is known as
‘Neem-Reshmi”.

WEAVING PROCESS:



Originally, Maheshwari saris were woven in earthy
shades like maroon, red, green, purple and black.
Weavers used only natural dyes (vegetable dyes).
Today, Maheshwari fabrics are woven in many jewel

tones which are derived from chemicals rather than
from flowers, roots and leaves. Popular colors today
include shades of blue, mauve, pink, yellow and
orange mixed with gold or silver thread. Subtle
colors and textures are created by using different
shades in the warp and weft.
Gold thread or zari is also used in Maheshwari saris

to weave elegant motifs on the body, border and
pallav of the sari.

COLORS USED:



COLORS USED:

In local dialect, the most popular colours 
used in Maheshwari saris are:

Angoori (grape green)
Dalimbi (deep pink)
Gul Bakshi (Magenta)
Jaamla (purple)
Tapkeer (deep brown)
Aamrak (Golden)
Rani (deep pink)
Dhaani (green)  and
Kaashi (light purple)



In the beginning the sari was made of pure silk,
then gradually these saris began to be made in
pure cotton and with a mixture of silk and cotton.
The sari was woven by the silk yarn in the warp and
cotton in the weft. Now-a-days wool is also being
used in weaving.

MATERIAL USED:



MOTIFS:

The typical Maheshwari sari is either chequered,
plain or has stripes, combined with complementary
colors.

Chandrakala: The Plain Maheshwaris are famous as
Chandrakala.
Baingani Chandrakala: which is woven with a
blackish violet warp and a chocolate weft.
Chandra-tara: the moon and star design, which has
lengthwise stripes of two shades and the pattern is
arranged with four stripes of one shade attainted
by one stripe of another shade.
Karnphool pattern : has a variety of leaves and
flowers on the border.



MOTIFS USED:

Maheshwari with Stripes
These saris have a trademark border and pallu,
setting them apart from the Paithani, Patola,
Kanchipuram and the rest.
Originally, the pallu is particularly distinctive

with 5 stripes, 3 colored and two white
alternating, running along its width. The
reversible border of the sari is known
as bugdi and can be worn either side, which is
unique to Maheshwari Saris.





CONTD…..

Simpler motifs inspired from sources like 
‘centipedes’ or v-shaped patterns, flowers and 
architectural elements.

Dots called moti-choor or pearl fragments.
Small geometric design.
Saris reflect floral, animal and avian motifs 

like;
Guldasta - ghungroo
Aambula  - Chatai kinar
Bel phool  - Jal phool
Hansa  - mayur
Ambi buti   - Chand tara
Chameli ka phool   - Brick (Eent) pattern
Heera pattern, etc.





The contemporary range of motifs and colours in
Maheshwari Saris are diverse and driven by
market trends.

CONTD….
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